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Figure 1: Modifications of student boiler suits: (a) a freshman captain identifies with a white “F” on a blue felt patch, (b) a self-made hood design, (c) a different coloured pant-leg showing a relationship status, (d) a self-made LED belt.

ABSTRACT

Wearable devices are often expressive and part of our social interactions. Fashion and ethnographic studies have argued for a perspective on socio-cultural practices in wearable design, while recent work in HCI only began to formalise social requirements for wearable design. Our work aimed to understand how cultural practices can inform wearable design. We conducted a ten-month field study on the practice of customising and wearing boiler suits (fi: opiskelijahaalarit) in the Finnish university student culture and co-designed concepts for social wearables using the dialogue-labs method. The most popular designs supported self-expression and belonging to a group, which comply with the students’ cultural practices of constructing social identity. We conclude that social wearables need to let users negotiate between differentiation and belonging to become part of everyday cultural practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the prevalence of devices such as the smartwatch, wearable devices have started to become part of everyday life [32]. These devices can influence how bystanders perceive the wearer, which
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in turn can be used to trigger interactions between collocated people [38]. In human-computer interaction, the potential of wearables to augment collocated social interactions has received considerable attention [9, 22, 36]. These social wearables [9, 30] exist in the form of smart textiles, digital accessories and physical devices for gaming or collaborative work [6, 9, 10, 20, 31, 37, 38]. Recent works have implicitly contributed to this field by adding interactivity and digital expression into accessories, textiles or cosmetics [11, 23, 48].

From existing social wearables Dagan et al. [9] identified potential for future designs in “augmenting existing social signalling” and “intervening in the social situation proactively”. Designing for those potentials faces challenges when wearables become part of our social interactions. For example, the “fast pace” of digital displays seems to break with the appeal of everyday clothing [10] and people are concerned about the control over the content of personal wearable displays [11, 29]. Hence, the question of social context has to be addressed in designing social wearables [9]. The social function of technology often breaks with the function of clothes-as-a-form of communicating self to others: self-expression to identify with a particular social group [4, 12]. Consequently, such social wearable designs need to integrate with the social functions of dress [45].

Research has started investigating digital expression in wearables in the context of co-design of live-action role-playing [8, 9, 30] and an auto-ethnographic study [29], which showed design can be informed by investigating the social factors of dress. Fashion and design studies [13, 14, 29] and HCI and CSCW scholars [24, 25, 53] argue for a perspective into socio-cultural practices. In fashion studies, a focus on practices of dress helps to gain a deeper understanding of how people build identity through clothing [13]. In HCI, a practice perspective offers an understanding of the context of interaction, the role of the body (embodiment) and how people perform self (i.e. to present themselves to others) [24]. Further investigations into social context and culture are necessary to increase our understanding of how people might use wearables for various means of social practices, particularly practices of dress.

Following a practices-oriented approach [25, 53], this work uses ethnographic field studies and participatory methods in a specific culture: Finnish engineering students and their practice of wearing student caps and personalised boiler suit uniforms (as seen in figure 1). We report from a ten-month ethnographic field study and three co-design workshops using the dialogue-labs method [28] to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1**: How do Finnish university students customise their cultural dress, in particular boiler suits?

**RQ2**: How would Finnish university students use social wearables to enhance their outfits?

In this article, we first describe the background of designing social wearables and our case of Finnish student culture. Second, we report our ethnographic fieldwork findings. Third, we explain how we applied the dialogue labs method to generate concepts of social wearables with the students. Lastly, in our discussion, we point out that wearables offer versatility to dynamically mediate between standing out as an individual and conforming to a social group.

### 2 BACKGROUND

#### 2.1 Designing Social Wearables

Social wearables have been defined as wearable technology that augments co-located social interaction [30]. Such technologies have already been developed from early experiments with digital badges [15] to displays integrated into clothes [10, 11] and accessories [7] to augmented reality fashion [17, 29, 40]. Also kinetics [23] and interactive cosmetics [48] have extended the forms of expression with wearables.

Although the design of wearables has reached a certain maturity through the last decade, design guidelines [18] still focus on wearable technology as a single-user device or adornment. Recently Dagan et al. [9] have analysed two spaces of value for novel collocated social interactions with wearables. Firstly, by “augmenting existing social signalling”, social wearables can be used to stand out [37] or enhance non-verbal communication [31, 46]. Secondly, by “intervening in the social situation proactively” wearables can enhance cooperative gaming [9, 21], social matching [6] and group discussion [9].

However, such social wearables bring challenges for design by incorporating the social functions of technology with the social functions of dress [9, 45], namely social acceptability and self-determination. Social acceptability can be infringed by various factors. Firstly, visual aesthetics depend on their social interpretation [12]. For example, the aesthetics of screens with their fast-changing imagery can be perceived unfit for clothing [10]. Further, with clothing people visually express their identity [12, 29]. For example, a design of wearables that is perceived as masculine or feminine might contradict someone’s gender identity [9]. Lastly, interacting with the body in novel ways creates conflicts if perceived as improper gestures [12, 54]. Self-determination is important for people who may want to protect their privacy and control over their self-presentation. Privacy might be breached by automated sharing technology in face-to-face situations [34]. Beyond that, people fear losing control of how they present themselves to others. People manage their impression on others through language, appearance and gestures [19]. With wearables becoming active parts in expressing self, concerns on how to control such representations arise [11, 29].

In summary the existing works on designing wearables, in particular for social interaction, point towards questions of how to integrate new technical functions into dress to make them socially acceptable and fashionable. However, fashion and technology follow adoption cycles, and social norms are not static but change over time and differ depending on their social context [12, 16, 29]. Therefore more research is needed to understand better how to design for specific cultural contexts and their dynamics.

#### 2.2 Cultural Practices as a Starting Point

Due to the symbolic social function of dress, wearables “[need] to offer clear symbolic value beyond functionality” [43, 45]. Tamminen & Holmgren therefore offer [43] three cultural design spaces for future design: wearables “as technologies of discipline and control”, for “mediating love, imagination and belonging” and “as autobiographical objects” [43]. From their ethnographic research on how wearables matter in people’s everyday life they conclude that
STUDENT CULTURE

“designers of wearable technology need [to] take the symbolic world they want to be a part of as a starting point, rather than taking inspiration from the functional (or technological) cues” [43]

Fashion and clothing studies have used the perspective of dress as situated bodily practice [13] and, based on anthropology and ethnography, have investigated the practice of dress as a subjective being in the world [14, 33, 41]. Similarly, HCI and Interaction Design formulated practice-oriented design approaches [24, 25, 53]. These approaches put the subjective perspective of practices at the centre of the investigation. Understanding the social context through ethnography and participatory methods is fundamental to this methodology [25, 53].

In the area of social wearables and dynamic fabrics, research has started using co-design [9, 30] and auto-ethnography [29] to study wearables in context. Mackey and colleagues [29] argue for ongoing research to “include explorations in genuine social contexts”.

2.3 Clothing Practices in Finnish University Student Culture

A social group has specific knowledge and generates opportunities for its members [5]. People dress themselves to stand out as individuals and at the same time fit in with a social group [13]. One social group that engages in particular practices of dress is university students. Various student cultures have practices of uniform dress codes to address roles and affiliation. The example of American college letter jackets [52] shows how such practices can pass over into contemporary fashion. These letter jackets historically are status symbols for high-performing sports students. Interestingly, they have become everyday fashion items.

In German-speaking countries, France, Belgium and the Nordic countries, students have been wearing different forms of caps. In the Nordic countries, most students receive such a cap after high school graduation. In Finland, the student cap is traditionally worn not just in faculty ceremonies but in public as a summer cap, especially in celebration of spring on the First of May [51]. Furthermore, Finnish students wear and extensively customise colourful student boiler suits [49]. This practice seems to have evolved out of the tradition of wearing boiler suits when visiting engineering facilities. Today student associations in Finland, Sweden and Canada have taken up these suits as unofficial uniforms and academic attire in student activities [49].

In Finnish higher education, guilds are associations composed of students of one faculty or study programme and provide various activities and facilities to their members throughout the academic year. These activities range from night-life, like pub-crawls and parties, to educational events, such as company visits or hackathons. These guilds hand out the student boiler suits (fi: opiskelijaahalarit) to their members (see figure 1), often referred to as “overalls”. Each association’s suit has a specific colour, the association’s logo on the back and several sponsors distributed across. The primary function of the suit is as a display of affiliation, a uniform, somewhat comparable to ancient heraldry. Wearing a suit displays membership within student culture, and the colour signifies membership to a specific guild (see [35] or in Finnish [44] for more). This lively tradition of Finnish students offers potential space for exploring clothing practices because it has elements of a uniform but is intertwined with everyday public life.

3 RESEARCH APPROACH

As revealed through the current literature, design researchers have investigated how digital expression and other computational functions can become part of everyday life clothing. To study this in context, we selected a case of an existing culture around clothing practices. The unit of analysis is not a particular artefact, but what people do or imagine to do in practice [24]. We try to answer our research questions in two parts. In one part, we investigate current practices with ethnographic methods, mainly participant observation and interviews. In a second part, three dialogue-labs sessions generate speculative designs about future scenarios. Both methods combined help our reflection on designing social wearables. Figure 2 gives an overview of the data collection; however, we collected field notes throughout the timeline during smaller encounters. While results of the fieldwork informed the co-design sessions, the purpose goes beyond informing the design activities. To contextualise the findings of our co-design sessions, we will first report on our ethnographic fieldwork and findings and then the co-design procedure and outcomes. Finally, the discussion section of this paper connects both to formulate overarching themes.

4 FIELD CASE STUDY: FINNISH UNIVERSITY STUDENT CULTURE

In this chapter, we report the cultural insights we gained from conducting ethnographic fieldwork. The fieldwork extends the focus beyond wearables to allow the reader a better understanding of this particular culture of dress. These insights into existing practices of dress inform our co-design activities [3] and decipher the meanings, people’s sentiments and ideas. As the primary author conducted the ethnographic fieldwork, this section is written in first person as a post-structural tale [47].

4.1 Participants and Sites

For ten months, I participated in various student activities (see figure 2), and through my workplace, at the university, I am confronted with the local student culture. As a graduate student, I joined the student association of my department (computer science) and acquired their boiler suit. I wore the suit in May Day celebrations and modified it during two sewing events – one of the clubs around handicrafts in computer science and one at the association of design students. Furthermore, I participated in a formal student banquet (en: sittning [50]) and interviewed people throughout these events and spontaneously on the university campus. The fieldwork was recorded through secure digital notes, as typing on the phone seemed less intrusive than carrying a physical notebook. Audio memos before and after each field visit and photographs of garments and places supplemented these notes. After each field visit, I wrote down detailed field notes based on all material. Further, I interviewed four students, whose names are changed here, in-depth for their suit modifications and personal experiences inside the student culture. I chose to interview Teemu (bachelor student, computer science guild, 22) in a campus cafeteria, Matti (master
4.2 Practices around Boiler Suits and Dress in Finnish Student Culture

4.2.1 Belonging and Brotherhood. As a migrant myself, seeing masses of students roaming around a city in colourful boiler suits might seem odd. Once I dressed up in my own overall and joined the students in their activities, it became apparent how this culture is similar to student culture in general. Wearing this overall is a statement of belonging to student culture and mediates a feeling of belonging the moment you slip into the overall’s spacious garment. The overall functions as a very explicit symbol of membership. Although the colours of overalls differentiate guilds, wearing any overall makes you part of the community beyond your guild, your university, even your country.

Sara describes this “Teekkari spirit” (Teekkari is the Finnish term for university student of technology) as “community, hands-on and accepting people as they are”. As a daughter of Chinese immigrants “being part of a community is important to [her]”. She managed a student club providing baking and handicraft events and describes her motivation as “being able to contribute ‘good vibes’ to people”. Similarly, Magnus describes the other members of his guild’s board as “family”.

One central practice with a long history in Nordic technology universities is the sittnings (fi: Sitsit). Those evening events revolve around a seated meal and drinking accompanied by toasts and singing in between servings. Those songs often reference the culture itself and praise themes of unity, brotherhood and drinking.

When I participated in a sittning, I was surprised how the students welcomed me and exchange students in their ranks despite age or cultural differences.

4.2.2 Formalised Practices and Structures. Those sittnings are also an example of the formalised structures inherent to this culture. Each sittning has at least one dedicated song master, who defines when people will sing and is responsible for the entertainment of the guests. Formal procedures specify, when to speak, when to sing and when to drink. The guilds also have formalised roles. In the first year, freshmen are called Fuku (en: foxes), and one captain has the role of introducing them to the culture. A first-year student can collect points by attending guild activities to earn their right as a full member. For technology students, this ensures the right to wear a specific student cap starting at yearly festivities around May Day (fi: Vappu). This hierarchy is also visible in their suits. For example, a Fuksitcapitan wears a felt patch with a white “F” (see Figure 1a). Similarly the students’ outfits follow semi-formalised rules (see [33]), that define how to wear and modify their overalls.

4.2.3 Expressing Individuality. Despite conformity to the group many aspects also allow students to express their individuality. The
However, he decided to become less serious when you joke about them. Badge-dealers or peers. Furthermore, students also modify the suit (fig. 1b). Although some modifications are practical (e.g. adding an extra pocket), they are often personal and carefully crafted, like the hood with spikes in figure 1a. In recent years students have started integrating wearable technology in their suit, like Teemu’s light-emitting belt in figure 1d. A student suit signifies membership to peer groups (e.g. joining an interest club), social status (e.g. freshman captain) and individuality (e.g. light emitting belt). By curating the appearance of their suits, students create a representation of themselves. The suit’s meaning is diverse and contextual and gives an identity inside this community.

4.2.4 Rowdiness and Testing Social Norms. Even though many practices remind of more formal organisational structures, a big part of the culture is humour. The start of May Day festivities, for example, starts with a “declaration of rowdiness”. This rowdiness shows in performing pranks on each other, the lavish boiler suits and festive decorations (see figure 4). Further, some songs during sittings and many clothing patches play on dark humour. Magnus explained it as a way of using humour to overcome negative topics because they “become less serious when you joke about them”. However, he decided against wearing a patch which plays on the infamous slogan of the German concentration camp Auschwitz, stating: “Grammatik macht frei” (en: Grammar sets you free). Such jokes might appear extreme to an outsider like me, but that is also its intended purpose. By touching controversial topics, students find and express their limits and consequently develop identity.

4.2.5 Creativity and Self. Finally, creativity plays a huge role in Teekkari and more general, Finnish university student culture. The students reinvent signs and symbols, thus understanding their meaning requires contextual knowledge. Some references are to specific aspects of the culture, as a tradition of one particular school or guild. Other contents reference internet and pop culture. For example, in figure 1d, the depiction of Donald Duck is copied from a Finnish webcomic on programming. Both Magnus and Matti have created and sold their patch designs. Moreover, Teemu and Matti already integrated electronics in their suits and they receive praise from the community for doing so. Teemu created his belt (fig. 1d) to “stand out” but also because he wanted to learn to build electronics himself. Magnus explained this tendency to create something as “leaving a mark”. He described his feeling of pride in creating a new tradition in his guild. For the third year in a row, members of his guild went on a field trip he initiated.

4.2.6 Building Community and Identity between Tradition and Ingenuity. During my ethnography, I captured themes of sexual, vocational and group identity similar to my personal experience with student culture. The specific practices illustrate the more general practice of building identity. The students’ actions play within the tension between formal structures and experimentation with new symbols and meaning. This duality corresponds with the duality of group belonging and individuality. With clothing, people follow known symbols to display belonging to a group, while at the same time differentiating from others. Further, the openness of the culture to novelty underlines the potential for innovation.

5 CO-DESIGN SESSIONS
This work is embedded in an ongoing research-through-design [42] project concerned with novel forms of social wearables based on the practices of dress of Finnish University students. The present study aims to imagine these novel forms based on the students’ socio-cultural context. The dialogue-labs method [28] is an established approach to spark creativity and discussion in participation with users. We chose this co-design approach to include the students’ perspective and generate insight into our research questions from the resulting discussion. The following section describes the different tasks and materials that facilitated the ideation in three co-design sessions.

5.1 Participants
We advertised the workshop with flyers, in person during our fieldwork and through mailing lists and social media channels across the university campus and student associations. Each co-design session was conducted by two designers of the research team and six, seven and eight student participants, respectively. The 21 participants (6 female) were students except for one postdoctoral HCI researcher (not part of the research group) aged from 19 to 32 years (M = 24). The students were on different levels (ten undergraduate, eight master, and two doctoral students) and had studied between one and nine years (M = 3.5 years). Participants mainly studied computer science to engineering.
Table 1: The different co-design stations and which scenario and material they provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Material / Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Alone on commute dressed in suit</td>
<td>Prototyping by cutting and colouring cotton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trip with close friend/partner</td>
<td>Sketching on canvas combining suit templates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enacting a prank with freshman team</td>
<td>Storyboard with PLEX cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sittning: party with formal clothing and program</td>
<td>Brainstorming with PLEX cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>First of May: yearly celebration of all students</td>
<td>Sketching on suit templates on a large wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pub crawl: competitive events between freshman teams</td>
<td>Sketching with textile markers on a suit / textiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Design Brief

The main goal of the workshop dealt with imagining novel wearable technology that would be part of the students’ dress and be used in face-to-face interactions. Therefore the main question presented to participants was: “How would you integrate wearable technology into your student outfits?” To sensitize the students for the topic we provided them with video material of state of the art technologies and the two design concepts “wearable expression” and “interactivity”. The former introduced the questions: “If your suit could dynamically change its appearance, how would you want it to change? And what content do you want to share?” The latter introduced the question: “If your suits were interactive or connected to each other, how would you use them as a group?” These two potentials for design combine the fundamental aspects of social wearables [9].

5.3 Scenarios and Materials

According to the dialogue-labs method the room was prepared with six stations with different materials to work on the design brief. The stations introduced each a different scenario based on our ethnographic findings: a bar crawl, the First of May celebrations, a sittning, a prank, a trip with a close friend or partner and commuting alone. At each station a different material was provided, respectively: textile prototyping with cotton fabric and markers (see figure 10 as an example), sketching on a boiler suit, storyboard ideation with PLEX cards [26, 27], brainstorm with PLEX cards [26, 27], sketching on paper suit templates (see figure 9 as an example), sketching on a large canvas with paper templates. Table 1 lists all stations in detail. Additionally, some interactive wearable prototypes and smart textiles were spread across some of the stations. All stations included sticky notes and pens to document ideas as seen in Figure 5. These different materials and scenarios helped to generate a large variety of ideas. Many of the material properties are mere choices of convenience, not the essence of what is being prototyped. This similarly holds when the things being prototyped are services or practices [25].

5.4 Procedure

Each of the three workshops lasted two hours, organised into sections of 15 minutes. In the first quarter-hour, participants were welcomed, introduced to the study and asked to give written consent. Then one researcher introduced the design brief for the design activities, including the sensitising video material. After this first phase participants freely formed pairs for the co-design activity. Each pair performed three 15 minute co-design sessions on three of the six different stations of their own choice. The researchers facilitated the process by providing further context and reflection when needed. After these three iterations and a small break, the whole design group went through the six stations and the pairs presented their ideas over the course of 30 minutes. Here, the sharing of ideas seamlessly passed over into a group design process to develop the ideas further. In the last 15 minute phase, the whole group discussed the ideas for their relevance to the initial design brief and the participants themselves. Finally, the participants’ reported their demographic data and evaluation of the ideas in a questionnaire. Participants chose the most promising idea from each station and rated it on a Likert scale from -3 to +3.

5.5 Analysis

Similar to the dialogue-labs method [28], we identify the most valuable ideas based on participant ratings. Additionally the workshop
was video and audio recorded to capture not just the designs but also the participant’s qualitative notions towards those. After each session the two researchers discussed and noted initial themes. The idea sharing, group design and discussion phases were transcribed and analysed to reveal each idea and people’s notion towards it. The mix of ideas between stations and different participants per session generated very similar or duplicate ideas. Therefore, three researchers grouped ideas into distinct design concepts.

5.6 Social Wearable Design Concepts

In this section we report the results generated in our three co-design sessions. Overall we recorded 81 individual ideas, of which 17 were rated (M = 1.69). Here, we describe the four design concepts with the highest-rated ideas and two additional concepts that reoccurred throughout all sessions.

5.6.1 Displaying Groups Dynamically.

One design concept, which encompasses a large number of ideas that came up in all three sessions, is to generate a shared display of visuals or sound by synchronising people in proximity. The principle behind those ideas is to create a shared experience by showing affiliation. For example, the overalls of a group standing together would light up in one colour to display their belonging to each other (rated 2.83 in session 2(S2)). In figure 6 this is achieved through connecting overalls physically through a specific embrace. These visual synchronisations are also described to show visual animations or generative art on a massive crowd display. For example, a wearable display indicates blood alcohol levels during the yearly Vappu celebration in the central city square. Combined, the crowd generates one massive visualisation (rated 2.0 in S1). Further this can be used to synchronise musical activities. For example to harmonise the pitch while singing in a Sitsit (rated 2.125 in S1). The option to visualise groups based on proximity was thought as a possibility to differentiate groups, for example by each table in a Sitsit (rated 1.5 in S3). This could be used for competition and playfulness, e.g. loudest table in a sitsit lights the most.

5.6.2 Digital Badges as Collectables.

The participants in all sessions seemed to appreciate ideas of interactive badges that enable the exchange of content. One popular case was to use such digital badges for trading purposes. For example, a badge displays an entry ticket to an upcoming party and others then ask for that ticket (2.42 in S1). Participants also suggested collections or sets similar to trading card games. One idea included a competitive element, such that you can capture someone’s badge. Participants highlighted the necessity of scarcity and temporality for making such digital content meaningful: “Five years ago Pokemon was something special, now everybody has it”. Figure 7 shows one idea that of collecting for the purpose of diversification of a student’s social networks. Here, a student can collect points by meeting and interacting with students from others groups, universities or cities. Further they described how the digital badge concept solves the problem of not having enough space for new patches left on the overall. This also sparked the ideas for dynamic advertisements, as the sponsors’ logos already take up a lot of space in the students’ overalls. However, some participants refused the idea of selling ad-space out of the concern of commercialisation.

5.6.3 Personal Displays as Conversation Starters.

One concept shown in many ideas of the participants was about displaying information as a conversation starter. Several ideas revolved around displaying personal information or conversation topics. Other ideas showed activity data, like blood alcohol levels or how many people someone
met. One highly appreciated idea was to display your currently planned activities, such that others might join (rated 2.17 in S3, see fig. 8). Some ideas went even further and suggested to signal willingness to talk in form of a “traffic light” that displays mood (rated 2.16 in S2). This way people could manage their social interactions. For example, on the way home after partying strangers would know not to start a conversation.

5.6.4 Concealing Identity – Camouflage. In the first two sessions different participants generated the same concept of concealing your affiliation by changing the colour of your overall. As guilds identify by their colour, an idea was to appropriate the colour of another guild to infiltrate exclusive parties (see figure 9) (rated 2 in s1). They also imagined to blame other guilds for their own wrong-doings. One participant explained how their guild uses leftover suits from their former guild to dress up “when we’re doing something stupid.” Accordingly, a dynamic suit enables “adaptive blaming, so you can change it on the go”. However, the same participant refused these “infiltration” suits, because “the colours lose their meaning.” The meaning derives from the colour being used as a symbol for belonging to one’s guild. Making the colour dynamic consequently defeats that purpose.

5.6.5 Drawing Attention. A concept that repeated throughout all three sessions was about drawing attention. Most ideas of this kind incorporated light effects to highlight someone, for example through flashing a digital screen or light-emitting diodes in a group’s logo. More so, people thought of tangible modalities, like fireworks or the tail in fig. 10, which shoots confetti, when pulled. This was seen as a way to guide group interactions. For example, a person could be highlighted to start singing a song. One participant expressed their dislike over the idea of using music to draw attention, as this would infringe her personal space too much.

5.6.6 Crowd-sourced safety. The aspect of personal safety repeated across all sessions and appeared in eight design ideas. Participants wanted to be safe from unwanted social interactions, like uncomfortable conversations, groping (see fig. 11) or bodily harm, and avoid injuries due to drinking or other endangering activities. To prevent such incidents, participants generated ideas of people supporting each other through wearables. Such crowd-sourced safety included tracking people for any incidents and reporting those events to others through the overalls.

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we reflect on the design concepts students generated, as well as on what we learned about the practices in Finnish student culture. All results together present new potential and challenges for the design of social wearables.

6.1 Themes of Self-expression and Developing Identity
Throughout our study, we discovered the themes of standing out and fitting in. Both practices are ways of shaping identity. By using symbols of a group, people demonstrate belonging to that group. At the same time, they differentiate themselves from others by making such statements about affiliation [5]. We will present three distinct characteristics of social wearables that contribute to these practices.
6.1.1 Standing out through Versatility. The most obvious way of standing out is represented by the students’ designs to draw attention. Plenty of existing designs in research and fashion have used this opportunity of spectacle, novelty and drawing attention to oneself [9]. These designs explored technical feasibility or placement in a context of performing arts. Our study adds a case where this applies in the life of university students. Another opportunity of social wearables for standing out is the extended versatility of digital expression over static garments. In the design concept of computational information for ice-breaking (see section 5.6.3) students used social wearables to adapt to context dynamically. Similarly, in the concept of digital clothing patches (see section 5.6.2) students used them to overcome the limited space on their overalls. While prior work had revealed problems with digital aesthetics in clothing [10], our work did not show such reservations. The particular community around wearing overalls favoured a perception of being "techy". Therefore, we provide a particular case for designing for "spectacle" [9] with digital aesthetics.

6.1.2 Dynamically Display Belonging. The design concept of the group displays (see section 5.6.1) gives an explicit example of a social practice enhanced through wearable technology. Showing group belonging is a central aspect of clothing and fashion, and social wearables could intensify symbols by emitting light, sound or other modalities. The ideas that students described addressed this as an embodied feeling of togetherness. Furthermore, the design concepts and social practices showed various competitive elements. This competitiveness showed in rivalry with other groups through the group displays (section 5.6.1), outdoing other guilds through a digital disguise (section 5.6.4) or surpassing other students through collecting badges, analogue or digital. Each of these examples enable competition and consequently, provide means for distinction.

6.1.3 Meaning-Making in Digital Expression. The students also valued the versatility of digital expression because standing out requires them to display topical symbols. However, in the two design concepts Digital Badges as Collectables (section 5.6.2) and Concealing Identity – Camouflage (section 5.6.4) students exposed the problem of abundance. The symbolic meaning people associate with clothing patches stems from their rarity and context. Being able to copy any content between their outfits would remove those characteristics and reduce their meaningfulness. One solution could be Baytaş and colleagues’ concept of digital heirlooms by limiting digital "material" through blockchain technology [2]. Limiting the circulation of digital content through crowd-based authorisation would reflect how clothing badges become meaningful. Our work delivers a suitable case for collecting and trading of digital content for self-expression with wearables.

6.2 Towards Digital Expression with Social Wearables

Based on our findings, we understand the student boilers suits as a social medium. Each suit represents the social networks of the wearer and enables self-expression through personalisation. The themes we revealed from our co-design results show how social wearables would extend people’s self-expression practices. Prior work has argued that wearables need to integrate their technical function with the social functions of dress [45]. Fashion as a social function of dress is about the “symbolic belonging to a group to enable and execute self-expression as a member of a desired social group.” [4, 43] Our study attributes this function to social wearables. Therefore, we see wearables for collocated social interactions as a way to replace or reinforce the social functions of dress.

Our case shows symbolic meaning is contextual and intrinsic to social interactions with wearables. This suggests that future designs have to allow people to reconfigure functionality. Dagan et al. hint towards this with their guiding question: “Are the sensing and/or actuation methods customizable by the wearer?” Our empirical findings highlight this as a criterion for wearables that aim for self-expression. Designing such social wearables should allow people to create meaning through their practices and avoid predefined labels (e.g. gender) or predefined interactions (e.g. groping vs. group touch). Social wearables have to negotiate between extending forms of expression and without limiting meaningful and respectful practices.

6.3 Ethical Considerations on Practices with Social Wearables

We also want to raise ethical concerns faced in our research. Although the field observations did not reveal gender issues in-situ, some ideas from the workshops revealed a conflict between gender roles, e.g. groping. The culture we investigated is historically male-dominant and shows elitist structures. However, Finland ranks as one of the countries with the highest gender equality and problems like male-only student clubs are denounced publicly. Nevertheless, when we consider social wearables as a tool for people to shape their identities, designers need to be sensitive to existing cultural inequalities. It is plausible to anticipate that new social wearables might reinforce harmful practices, like discrimination and peer-pressure. Other examples are the ideas which protect people when they are drunk. Interestingly Participant 2 interpreted a fall detection system as “You can drink safely because someone is going to find you.” Consequently, we call for design to reflect on the practices that people do and actively introduce higher goals than technological advancement, such as sustainability [25] and freedom of expression [43].

6.4 Future Work

In our ongoing research we develop designs into working prototypes together with students. This ensures a high chance to create artefacts that are meaningful to participants. These prototypes will allow evaluating new practices with social wearables placed in the everyday lives of Finnish students and show us how practices with social wearables develop. Additionally, culture forms an integral part of our study. Therefore, it would be interesting to look at similar design concepts within a different social context of dress.

7 Conclusion

Through an ethnographic fieldwork and co-design activities, our paper introduces a case of practice-oriented design for social wearables. Here we look into the specific social context of Finnish students and how boiler suits can be modified using wearable computing technology. We observed existing practices of social identity
in this student culture and technology use in clothing. Through co-design activities based on dialogue-labs, we generated six valuable design concepts. Drawing from those findings, we found that wearables offer versatility to stand out as an individual and display belonging to a social group dynamically. However, mediating between standing out and belonging should be facilitated by the design. We extend the argument that digital aesthetics could become part of everyday clothing. Reflecting upon this, we emphasise the value of designing for specific subcultures and argue that social wearables need to allow for reconfiguration of their functioning.

It is in this way, wearable designs should be able to not only juxtapose technological and social functions but perform the same social functions as clothing. As technologies become further integrated into our personal items, glasses and clothes we wear, the implications of wearable designs and practices have far-reaching social consequences.
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